Art, Architecture & Design Librarian
Zwiercan

Architectural Studies
Library Technician
Meyers

Interior Architecture
Interim-Coordinator
Dr. Kopec

Landscape Architecture
Coordinator
Ortega

Community Engagement
Lab Interim-Coordinator
Zawarus

Architecture Coordinator
Oakley

Assistant Director/Graduate Coordinator
Vermillion

Urban Transformation VACANT
To be appointed in 2020 as Associate Professor (tt)

Shop Technician - Workshop Morrison

Shop Fabrication Technician Kithas

Aging & Healthcare Design Lab Coordinator
Dr. Kopec

Natural Energies Advanced Technologies Lab Coordinator
Fernandez-Gonzalez

SIM Digital Fabrication Lab Coordinator
Vermillion

Design + Build Lab Coordinator
Weber

Urban Futures Lab Coordinator
Dr. Lehmann and Solano

Hospitality Design Lab Coordinator
Nowak

Community Engagement Lab Interim-Coordinator
Zawarus

City Wellbeing
City Analytics
City Visualization
City Making
City Futures
City Activation
City Change

Director
School of Architecture
Dr. Lehmann

Associate Director
Ortega
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Coordinator
Ortega
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Architecture Coordinator
Oakley

Assistant Director/Graduate Coordinator
Vermillion

Urban Transformation VACANT
To be appointed in 2020 as Associate Professor (tt)

Shop Technician - Workshop Morrison

Shop Fabrication Technician Kithas

Aging & Healthcare Design Lab Coordinator
Dr. Kopec

Natural Energies Advanced Technologies Lab Coordinator
Fernandez-Gonzalez

SIM Digital Fabrication Lab Coordinator
Vermillion

Design + Build Lab Coordinator
Weber

Urban Futures Lab Coordinator
Dr. Lehmann and Solano

Hospitality Design Lab Coordinator
Nowak

Community Engagement Lab Interim-Coordinator
Zawarus

City Wellbeing
City Analytics
City Visualization
City Making
City Futures
City Activation
City Change

Architecture Faculty
Baird
Fernandez-Gonzalez
Nowak
Strain
Weber
Dr. White

Part-Time Instructors (12)
Ortega
Allen
Champelli
Hernandez
Irwin
Kelly
Loverude
Schafer
Tanner
Tena
Van Cleef
Ward

Global Studio Summer Program
(Mexico City and Barcelona)
De Salvatierra

Visiting Professor
Architecture VACANT
Visiting Professor Metropolitan Planning VACANT

Visiting Professor Architecture
VACANT
Visiting Professor Metropolitan Planning
VACANT

Transformation Fellows
Peraza

Interior / HID Faculty
Lawrence VACANT
To be appointed in 2018 as Associate Professor (tt)

Designer-in-Residence
Thompson Temporary Faculty

Transformed Studies
Library Technician
Meyers

7 Areas of Research Concentration (Labs):

- City Wellbeing
- City Analytics
- City Visualization
- City Making
- City Futures
- City Activation
- City Change

Graduate Assistants (16)
State Funded (10)
Fontana (Baird)
Decker (White)
Odette (De Salvatierra)
Roth (Vermillion)
Contreras (Oakley)
Manthei (Weber)
Dos Santos (Weber)
Sattler (Fernandez)
Cook (Nowak)

Paz (Digital Media + Fabrication)

Extramural Funded (5)
Tran (Ortega)
Marsh (Kopec)
Navarrete (Oakley/White)
Garcia (Zawarus)
Acosta (Lehmann) GRA

Provost Office Funded (1)
Alhulaibi (Solar Decathlon)